The Spread of the Coronavirus

As you may know, the Coronavirus is a very bad virus that is spreading around some parts of the world. It has come to San Antonio, which is too close to Austin. It reported a 50% rise in coronavirus cases Sunday, as the US further restricted travel and the famed La Scala opera house will close. Delta’s airline lines is suspending its US flights to Milan, and flights to Paris for the last flight. The last flight will be on Tuesday, 300 people have the virus, and there are 79,828 cases in China. The Trump administration said Saturday that it was raising the travel alert level for all countries of Italy and South Korea where the coronavirus has spread widely. On Sunday, Trump said in a tweet that people will be screened for coronavirus upon arriving in the US if they are traveling from high-risk countries.

Sarah Splitter

Leap Day

Hi everyone, today in this article I will be talking about my amaz- ing alpaca teacher Sale- rah Splitter. Ms. Splitter is 28 years old, she has been teaching for 7 years and has been teaching 8th grade as well. She has been to Canada and Missouri and 8 years ago, she moved to Austin and plans to stay there. She worked with big math and biology and med- ical sciences. Ms. Splitter has a boyfriend right now that works at a chemical plant in downtown Aus- tin. She loves him with all her heart and would do anything for each other. She is plan- ning to go to school to get a bachelor’s de- gree and be a teacher in college. Ms. team’s can good warm hearted per- son who will do anything to help you in any type of way.

The reason Ms. Splitter loves teaching is because she was to low to be social and had not friends. When she would travel she would make a lot of friends because of her moving a lot. She has seen a lot of things she would love to travel and if she wouldn’t have done what she had back then there would be never person she is today. Thanks for read- ing!

FIT District Dripping Springs Event

robots put them into their correct spot, there was nothing else to do. But this year, robots shoot balls into goals for points, and teams can put the balls they scored successfully back on the playing field to help build their team. That means the number of points that can be earned in a match is infinite, so future com- petitions will be intense and full of action.

My robotics team, the Lady Cans, made it past qualifica- tions before being elimi- nated in the quarterfinals. Still, we won the Safety Award, which is given to a team that al- ways follows the best safety procedures when working with their robot. Even though we had bad luck in some matches that led to our low over- all rank, I’m still proud of how we did. In the first 15 seconds of every match, robots have to move to the playing field, control, and in the last thirty seconds, robots can climb on a truss for ex- tra points. We pro- posed the Lady Cans to help you if you’re starting to seem burnout. I’m looking at you in my class. By the end of the next year, a new way of life will depart New York and I’m grateful for that. I’m grateful for that for many reasons. We have the Top Teens of America organization. I’m not going to tell you about that because you made it on my list. I have a bad virus that is spread- ing around some parts of the world. It has come to San Antonio, which is too close to Austin. It reported a 50% rise in coronavirus cases Sunday, as the US further restricted travel and the famed La Scala opera house will close. Delta’s airline lines is suspending its US flights to Milan, and flights to Paris for the last flight. The last flight will be on Tuesday, 300 people have the virus, and there are 79,828 cases in China. The Trump administration said Saturday that it was raising the travel alert level for all countries of Italy and South Korea where the coronavirus has spread widely. On Sunday, Trump said in a tweet that people will be screened for coronavirus upon arriving in the US if they are traveling from high-risk countries.

Elementary and middle school students, both girls and boys, attended the event. I was one of the more than 8,000 stu- dents who attended the event. I downloaded the Girl Day phone. It had every- thing I needed to plan my day. Activities were listed by a grade, build- ing, and show schedules. I marked the events that I wanted to attend. Although I had a lot of fun I didn’t get to do everything that I had planned. This is my last year to be able to do this because of my grade. But I’m going to make sure that I carry on next year when I sign- up as a volunteer. I hope to see you there!

Time off

I need a break! I’ve been hearing that for you it starting to seem burnout. I’m looking at you in my class. By the end of the next year, a new way of life will depart New York and I’m grateful for that. I’m grateful for that for many reasons. We have the Top Teens of America organization. I’m not going to tell you about that because you made it on my list. I have a bad virus that is spread- ing around some parts of the world. It has come to San Antonio, which is too close to Austin. It reported a 50% rise in coronavirus cases Sunday, as the US further restricted travel and the famed La Scala opera house will close. Delta’s airline lines is suspending its US flights to Milan, and flights to Paris for the last flight. The last flight will be on Tuesday, 300 people have the virus, and there are 79,828 cases in China. The Trump administration said Saturday that it was raising the travel alert level for all countries of Italy and South Korea where the coronavirus has spread widely. On Sunday, Trump said in a tweet that people will be screened for coronavirus upon arriving in the US if they are traveling from high-risk countries.